
$11,295,000 - 17176 Calle Serena, RANCHO SANTA FE
MLS® #240008837

$11,295,000
5 Bedroom, 7.00 Bathroom, 11,372 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Fairbanks Ranch, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA

CAN'T BE REPLICATED AT THIS PRICE! A
MUST SEE! GREAT SECOND HOME OR
MAIN RESIDENCE! Embark on an
unparalleled living experience at 17176 Calle
Serenaâ€”a sophisticated Villa seamlessly
blending modern luxury with international
allure. Located in a prestigious guard-gated
community, this newer construction
masterpiece offers a lock-and-go lifestyle,
boasting a low-maintenance yard and a
tranquil lakeside setting. Completed in 2021,
this custom residence is a testament to the
owner's global adventures, featuring imported
materials that epitomize sophistication. The
open-concept design facilitates seamless daily
living and grand entertaining. Revel in lavish
amenities, including a 2,000+ bottle wine
cellar, a state-of-the-art theater, a captivating
game room, and a private dock for serene
moments by the water. This exclusive
sanctuary beckons those with a discerning
taste for the extraordinary. Elevate your
lifestyle by seizing the rare opportunity to
make 17176 Calle Serena your haven. Every
detail reflects refined living at its pinnacle.
Take the next step in experiencing
unparalleled luxuryâ€”call now for intricate
details and secure your place in this exquisite
domain. Your refined oasis awaits.

Built in 2021

Additional Information



City RANCHO SANTA FE

County San Diego

Zip 92067

MLS® # 240008837

Bedrooms 5

Bathrooms 7

Square Ft 11,372

Lot Size 0.00

Neighborhood RANCHO SANTA FE (92067)

Garages 4
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